
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lessons I should have covered/ knowledge I should have Complete? 
1. Intro to GCSE course, medieval England and Medicine Through Time themes-Intro to WASIIC factors  
2. Medieval Ideas about causes- Hippocrates and Four Humours  
3. Medieval Ideas about causes- Other ideas  
4. Medieval ideas about Treatment- Galen and Theory of Opposites/ other treatments  
5. Medieval Hospitals and Care of the Sick  
6. Medieval ideas about prevention before the Black Death  
7. The Black Death case study- ideas about causes and treatments  
8. The Black Death case study- ideas about prevention and impact on England  
9. Medieval Summary- how far did medicine change and why?  
10. Intro to Renaissance and Renaissance ideas about causes: Reformation of the Church and Vesalius  
11. Renaissance ideas about causes- Harvey and Sydenham  
12. Renaissance ideas about treatments- The New World, Iatrochemistry and Transference theory  
13. Renaissance -care of the sick- issues in hospitals after the dissolution of monasteries   
14. Renaissance -ideas about prevention   
15. The Great Plague case study -Ideas about causes and treatment  
16.  The Great Plague case study- Ideas about prevention and the Plague Orders  
17.  Summary -significant individuals during the Renaissance  
18. Renaissance summary- to what extent did medicine change and why?  
19.  LC1 assessment on Medieval and Renaissance Medicine- 4 mark plus 16 mark Q  
20.  Intro to Industrial era Medicine and Jenner’s vaccination for smallpox  
21.  Impact/ significance of Jenner’s vaccine?  
22. Industrial era ideas about causes- Pasteur and Germ Theory- Koch  
23.  Industrial Prevention- vaccinations after germ theory  
24. Improvements to Surgery- Anaesthetics, Antiseptics and Aseptic surgery  
25.  Improvements to hospitals and care of the sick- Nightingale  
26.  Cholera case study- ideas about causes, and failures to treat  
27. Industrial Prevention- Public Health Legislation and changing attitudes of govt  
28.  Summary of Industrial Medicine- How far did medicine change and why?  
29. Intro to Modern medicine and discovery of DNA  
30. New technology for diagnosis and modern ideas about causes  
31.  Modern ideas about treatment- magic bullets  
32.  Modern ideas about treatment- penicillin and debate on reasons for discovery/ impact  
33.  The development of the NHS- improved care of the sick/ treatment  
34.  LC2 assessment on all medicine studied so far- 4 mark, 12 mark and 16 mark Qs  
35.  Lung cancer case study- ideas about causes and treatment  
36.  Lung cancer case study- improving prevention  
37. Other improvements to prevention, human genome project, healthy living campaigns and NHS GP 

monitoring/ vaccines 
 

38. Summary modern medicine- how far did medicine improve and why?  
39. Intro to WWI, battles and why it was a war of attrition  

 
40.  

Medical problems and challenges- including ill health and battle injuries  

41. The Chain of Evacuation- Features and Problems  
42.  Medical care of the sick- FANY and RAMC- challenges and improvements  
43. Improving treatments, shell shock, gas gangrene, trench fever, trench foot, broken bones and blood loss  
44. Improving treatments: neuro surgery and plastic surgery  
45.  Exam technique WWI Western Front  

Check what you have missed 

Ask your teacher or buddy for help 

Take work home to catch up 

Copy up missed work 

Hand work in to show your teacher 

10/ History 

How do I copy up missed work? 

-Use Its Learning:  
History Courses> Resources> Paper 1  Medicine- all lessons 
have a folder (There are folders for each exam/ topic) 
Use BBC Bitesize- GCSE Edexcel Medicine Through Time 
Use a GCSE Edexcel textbook/ revision guide  
Got a D60? Use it productively! 



 

 

 


